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006 Kalavinka：the Significance Evolution from Buddhistic Kingdom to Grassland in Northern China⋯⋯⋯⋯XUYing

[Abstract]As legend told that Kalavinka was a divine bird，who can make a beautiful voice as a magnificent singer，grew in the

Himalayan snow area It was first found in Buddhist scriptures and later became the god of music in Buddhist culture．With the

northward propagation of Buddhism．the objects and patterns including Kalavinka and a number of Buddhistdeities，were integrated

into Chinese religious art；went all theway north to Mongolian plateau in the eastern end of the Eurasian Steppe，and took root in

nomadic religious arts in grassland in northern China．But the significance of the image itself would make some changes in the

process of}nherilanCeand development．

【Keywordsl Kalavinka；Buddhism；plastic arts；significance

016 BetweenLifeandDeath：WangShjminandHisFamilyinthePeriodofMingandQingDynastyTransition

············-········································································································GENGJing

[Abstract]After the collapsing of Ming dynasty．social reality revealed that many noblefamilies were crumbling．Wang Shimin spared

no effort to inherit his family business and eventually revived the glory of his family which has been known as the Wang。s Family in

Taiyuan．This thesis studies Wang’s Family in the historical context of the transition period of Ming and Qing dynasty．On one hand，it

enables us to comprehend how life was like forWang and his family during thetransition period．On the other hand．it aims at exploring

details of art history deep intotexture frOm Wan91s individual life．historical context，and interaction between Wang and his family in a

more effective manner．

【Keywords】WangShimin：family；periodofMingandQingdynastytransitIon：Arthistory

025 On the Research of”Exhibition ofChinese Arts in Paris”at 1933⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯ZHANG Changhong

[Abstract]In 1 933，Paris has held。Exhibition of Chinese Arts”presented to the world the unique value of Chinese arts，marked the

Chinese paintings transiting from the private collection to public museum This is the landmark event that Chinese painting was in the

pursuit of。modernity。．

【Keywords]“ExhibitionofChineseArtsinParis。：XUBeihong；Chinesepainting；。carryforwardChina‘sglory。

039 StudyontheCliff-CalligraphyinSouthernSongDynastyinGuilin·······································ZHAOXiaojiao

[Abstract]Guilin Cliff Calligraphy art in Southern Song Dynasty is an important point to study．However，it has rarely been studied，and

all the studies seemed stuck in the general phenomena of nature．knowledge，and universal Ievel，and most researches are focused

on politics，history．travel，poetry and other stone content Guilin C忻ca⋯graphy in Southern Song dynasty has large quantity andfine

quality with rich content and diverse forms．Most of their authors were officials or scholars frOm outside Guilin．who wasfond of regular

script—-driven style and tended to personalizationand diversity．

【keywords】cliff calligraphy；Guilin；the Southern Song dynasty

046 Study on the Music Course Standard ofGuangxi National Foundation Education in the Yearsbetween 1930s and1940s

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WUIju

[Abstract]In 1933，the national basic education practice activities has been promoted in Guangxi Province，in the meantime，the

practice of music teaching held aseries of basic music education practice activities in the region．Establishing its own set of basic

music education system when it verified that a set of music could not achieved reflecting the feasibility and advanced curriculum

standards．which was creating a set of advanced teaching concepts and methods．After this teaching philosophy for our music

teaching activities played aguiding role of theory andpractice

【Key words]Guangxi；the national basic education；music curriculum standard
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050 TheDevelopmentofGuiOperaduringNewGuangxiClique⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WANGLe

[Abstract]Compared with the Qing Dynasty and the old Guangxi clique period．during which Guangxi opera got a large development

afterall．Moreover，GuioperafoIktroupe。old-typetroupe。Guiopera repertoire．andGuidramatheoryhavebeenvaryingdegreesof

development and improvement coupled with the reform carried out in the cultural city of Guilin．It has significant influence on the

developmentofGuioperafromnewGuangxi cliqueperiodtothefoundingofNewChina．

fkeywords]Gui Opera；reform；newGuangxi clique

053 Studyon theHistoricalMemoryandEthnicReligionAgreementbetweenYunnan7sMinorityTraditionalMusicandDance

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯DONGLin

[Abstract]To interpret Yunnan traditional ethnic music and dance in the ethnic identity issues，we are able to understand what to

choose as the symbol to an ethnic group．and how can they maintain relations through music group，strengthens theirown nationality．

Soundscape expression，physical performance，totem symbols．and social gender are theway thatwe effectively analyze traditional

minorityethnicmusicanddanceofYunnan．

【Keywords]Yunnanminority；traditionalmusicanddance；historymemory；ethnicgroupidentity

056 Discussing on the Art of”Conceptualization”and”Formulation”in the 1950s⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯U Zhaoxia

{Abstract]In the early 1 950s，phenomenon of。conceptualization。and。formulation。were commonly used in creating works，which

mainly reflected the rigid understanding on policy and works issues by following an old routine．The leaders of art circles realized that

to understand the relations between painters and their livings must be the key to the solution．However，in the high degree ideology

atmosphere，the artists would rather be。conceptualized。and”formulized。than offend the political principle unintentionally in creating

works．It reflects that the artists would rather hold self-preservation psych0IOgythan making wrong．

【Keywords]conceptualization；formulation；policy

070 SuccessandFilureinQianNanyuan’sCalligraphyPactice················································MAHongmin

[Abstract]Qian Nanyuan gave his life to the studying，inheriting and interpreting to Yan Zhenqing。s wholelife in calligraphy creating

This becomes characteristic phenomenon in the history of calligraphy．Qian Nanyuan has successfully passed down Yan Zhenqing。s

tradition associating moral quality with handwriting style during his learning from Yan Zhenqing．and has inherited his handwriting

style and interpreting it．Qian Nanyuan greatly reflected the aesthetic character of loftiness and metal outlook of masculinity．This is

also a characteristic way of handwriting learning．Owing to the Ilmit of times．source of calligraphy works。understanding to the

personal art and other reasons，it lead to the imitation tendency of Qianand lacked of creation in aesthetic style of handwriting．

【Keywords]Qian Nanyuan；Calligraphy；atistic style

086 Originated from the Nature，the Sounds ofGuqin Plays for the Breath ofBrooks andMountains：On the Natural Beauty of

ChineseGuqinArt⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WUWanting．ZHOUXiang

[Abstracts]Daoism has influenced much on the art of Guqin，whose aesthetics embodies the natural beauty of。。unity of man and

nature“．The pursuit of the nature is visible in material selecting of Guqin and theproducing of it．Many tunes of Guqin demonstrate the

preference to the charm of the nature．The essence of Guqin’s natural beauty lies much in the detachment from the simple level of

materialism．whichisinthepursuitofthenaturallifeattitudeandmindatease．

【Keywords]Guqin；instrument；tune；Guqin‘s charm；nature

104 StudyontheInfluenceofExpressionismPaintingonInteriorDesign·············································SUNQi

[Abstract]As a reform movement with the parallel development of expressionism painting，expressionism interior design plays an

important role in the evolution of modern interior design．Expressionism painting has great enlightenment in aesthetic concept and

design language to the expressionism interior design．The influence of expressionism painting on interior design reflects in three

aspects，which are application of straight line and oblique line in space，improvement frOm the spirit of art to soul architecture and

symbolic subject．

【Keywords]Expressionismpainting；interiordesign；lineshape；soularchitecture；symbolicsubject
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